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Energy system planning models are facing 6 main challenges
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Methodology
Increasing the spatial resolution of EnergyScope TD
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EnergyScope Typical Days (TD) is a good candidate to answer to those
challenges except spatial resolution
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EnergyScope is extended to consider multiple regions that can exchange 
different energy carriers
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Some energy carriers are transported through networks and others
through freight
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Case study
A fossil-free Italian energy system in 2050
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The model is tested on a fossil-free Italian energy system in 2050 divided
into 3 regions
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The renewable energy sources (RES) potentials and demands are not 
uniformly dispatched between regions
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Results
The role of energy carriers
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The spatial and temporal disparities between regions drives energy
exchanges from the South to the North
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The fossil-free Italian energy system needs to import 7.7% of its primary
energies
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Hourly balance of electricity in the North illustrates the sector-coupling
and region-coupling advantages
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Conclusions and future works
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Conclusions

• A multi-energy and multi-regional appraoch provides new insights on how to integrate high 
shares of intermittent renewable energies.

• Considering multiple energy carriers is essential to study the energy transition in Europe

• In a fossil-free energy system for Italy in 2050 : 
• The system relies on multiple energy carriers :

• Electricity (58TWh);

• Biogas (20TWh);

• Woody biomass (7TWh).

• The system is not self-sufficient and still needs to import 7.7% of its primary energy.

• 85% as electricity and 15% as hydrogen

• 87% of it in the North
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Limitations and future works

• Wind offshore potential and non-energy demand neglected
→ Add into data

• No hydrogen network between regions
→ Study the feasibility and cost of hydrogen network

• Fixed transfer capacity of network
→ Allow model to optimise also the transfer capacities

• Exchanges with the exterior don’t consider the hourly availability
→ Consider larger region

• Methodology to select typical days is only validated for the regional model

→ Study the accuracy of representing both temporal and spatial variability of renewables and demands with
typical days
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